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S
OME recent trends in high-fidelity 

amplifier design have been in the 
direction of smaller, more compact 
assemblies that can be made into 

attractive, self-cabineted units. This 
type of design can be developed with
out sacrificing performance in any 
way; in fact-with new tube designs 
and advanced circuitry-improved per
formance has often resulted. 

Our own Sherwood S-1000 (see 
photo) is an excellent example. Its 
features had to include 20-watt output 
and single cabinet design. These were 
just the two of the most important 
factors governing its deSign. Others 
were that it must have low heat dis
sipation and be small. 'Within the 
limits of these specifications it was 
possible to include a choice of speaker 
da:nping (including negative damp
ing); low-distortion tone con trois; 
rumble and scratch filters; a low-noise, 
low-distortion phono preamplifier and 
a push button-operated record equalizer 
circuit. 

The ilew·6L6�GB iubes (Fig. 1) were 
used, not only because they are smaller 
than their predecessors the 6L6-G and 
GL6-GA, but because of other construc
tional advantages such as the more re
liable button type base. To economize on 
B plus requirements, only tetrode and 
tapped screen (U1�ra-Linear) opera-

'tion of the output tubes was considered. 
Restricting the B plu§ r!,!quirements to 
conform with the 125-ma IJUlximum 
limitations of the 5Y3-GT not only 
made it 

'
possible to use the smaller 

rectifier, but also saved the 5 watts of 
additional filament drain that would 
have been required for the larger 5U4-
G frequently used in such applications 
as this. 

Output tube operation was based on 
an analysis of the typical plute char
acteristics of the 6L6 tube family. Fig. 
2 shows these characteristics for triode 
and tetrode operation. These are static 
curves, taken with a laboratory power 
supply which varies the plate and 
screen voltages independently. Also 
shown are four intermediate degrees 
of tapped-screen (Ultra-Linear) opera
tion.'·:· • 

In detel·mining tapped-screen plate 
characteristics, the screen voltage used 
in each case is a percentage of the 
difference between the plate voltage 
and the B supply or: 

E", = Eh - % (E. - Er) 
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Fig. I-Some members of the 6L6 family. 

where % is the percentage of turns 
that the screen grid is tapped up from 
the transformer-primary center tap. 

Substituting % = lOO (triode opel'lt
tion), this formula becomes: 

E., = E. - Eh + Er = Ep 
And if % = o (tetrode operation), the 
formula becomes: 

E", = E. 
Values of E., are shown below the 

f;urves (Fig. 2) for each plate voltage 
value. B supply voltage of 320 was 
used in the final Sherwood design. 
However, to simplify calculations, a 
voltage of 300 was used in these tests. 
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In calculating a push-pull c1ass-A 
amplifier's maximum power output and 
optimum load line, it is,. necessary to 
know the exact zero grid characteristic. 
Therefore, to eliminate confusion, only 
the general direction of the other grid 
voltage curves are shown. Note that 
the curves for different degrees' C'f 
screen tapping pass through common 
points on the constant Eh coordinate. 

Several interesting featu res of Ultra
Linear operation can be observed from 
the curves in Fig. 2. First, maximum 
push-pull class-A power output was 
calculated using each of the zero grid 
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Fig. 2-Plate charader
istics for triode, Ultra
Linear and tetrode oper-

ation. 
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